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ABSTRACT
In the MachineIntelligence Laboratory, University of
Florida, we have built a small autonomousrobot and
programmed
it to exhibit various reactive behaviors.The
robot, namedGator,performsarea coveragein an interior
roomby combining distinct behaviors. Gator has 26
sensors of which only 7 are used in the coverage
algorithmsexaminedhere. Gator’s behaviorsallow it to
avoid obstacles, follow walls, seek openareas and break
out of confined areas. In the limited number of
experiments performedhere it appears that the best
coverage algorithm amongthose tried consisted of a
randomwalk with a probability of 0.05 for following a
wall after each encounter with an obstacle. After 20
minutesabout85%of the floor space wascoveredwith an
efficiency close to 85%.
INTRODUCTION
Earlier work at the MachineIntelligence Laboratory,
Universityof Florida, illustrated the applicationof swarm
robots to materials handlingin a manufacturingworkcell
[5]. Thesimulationresults reported in [3] encouraged
us
to construct autonomous
platforms to physically embody
the theoretical modeland test it under morerealistic
conditions. This effort is currentlyunderwayandwill be
reported elsewhere. Our mobile robot platform, while
designedfor a different application, appearsto offer the
capability to realize key behaviorsof a vacuuming
robot
with regard to area coverage. Area coveragedefines a
generalbehaviorandapplies to a variety of problems[7].
Our report focuses on the area coverage problem.
Construction of an autonomousvacuumingtool offers a
challengingengineeringtask, but lack of a satisfactory
area coveragealgorithmwill rendersucha tool ineffective.
Autonomous
vacuumingpresents a challenging task
well suited for sensory-driven,behavior-based,reactive
agents. Althoughour approachresonates with the Brooks
paradigm[4], wedo not use the subsumptionarchitecture
dueto its restrictive hierarchy[2],[3],[6]. Wehavecreated
an agent that achieves competencyat a numberof tasks
througha synthesisof severalreactivebehaviors[6],[8].
Ourrobot exhibits several types of wanderingbehavior
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similar to those simulated and implementedby Anderson
and Donath[1] with qualitatively correspondingresults.
Withinthis context, wehaveinvestigated area coverage
algorithms for a single robot with combinedreactive
behaviors. Our robot does not yet use minimal maps,
similar to the topological mapsdescribedby Mataric[9]
but it doeshaveonebehavior,namelyclaustrophobia,that
incorporates short-term memory
or an ephemeralstate, a
termcoinedby Gat[6].
AUTONOMOUS VACUUM CLEANING
AGENTS
The assumedgoal is to develop an autonomousmobile
agent for vacuuming
enclosed areas with obstacles. This
assumptionrules other types of solutions such as selfcleaningair-hockeyfloors with negative pressure at the
holes instead of positive pressure. The next few
paragraphsdetails further assumptionsand the approach
taken in this worktowardthe realization of the stated
goal.
Assumptions about the Environment
Weassumethat the environmentis a closed-off, interior
roomwith a relatively smooth, level surface and that
furniture in the roomappears like obstacles to the
proximity sensors. Wehave discovered that real chairs
present a challenging problem to proximity sensors,
especially pedestal office chairs with radiating legs.
Vacuumingunder and around such chairs presents
considerabledifficulties. Wehavechosento side-step this
difficulty by makingthe furniture-obstacleassumption.
Autonomous Vacuum Functional
Requirements
A vacuumcleaning robot should, of course, clean all
surface areas in the roomnot occupiedby furniture. Our
modeldoes not include a furniture movingpolicy, and so
those areas will not be touched. The robot should not
damagefurniture while performingits function andshould
optimize the parametersof time, energyconsumption
and
capital investment.

Implementation Consideration

will worryonly about objects in its immediateproximity
or in an ephemeral
state [6]. Its variousbehaviorswill be
combinedto producefloor vacuuming,
i.e. area coverage,
as an emergentfunctionality.

Even the reduced requirements provide challenging
engineering and algorithmic problems. One must
minimallyconsider

Vacuum Cleaning Robots

1. Thevacuumtool platform construction, operation
and powersource,
2. Therobot’s processorarchitecture, sensorsuite and
interfacestructure,and
3. Therobot agent’s primitive behaviorsand emergent
functionality.
Our premise is that explorations into the primitive
behaviors which lead to the emergent function of
vacuuming
can be separated fromthe other two problems.
Consequently, one can explore appropriate vacuuming
behaviorswith a physically simpler autonomous
agent.
Area Coverage
Sweepingcorrespondsto a type of wanderingthat will
causea robot to cover all parts of a roomwithoutmissing
any exposedareas. Weperceive the sweepingbehavioras
a synthesis of simpler movementbehaviors: following
walls, traveling backandforth across openspaces, random
wanderingetc. In the experimentsto be describedlater,
these were precisely the behaviorsused to provide area
coveragewith qualifiedsuccess.
Limitations
IR detectorsdo not providea reliable measureof absolute
distance, nor, with the powerlevels used, long distance
detection (less than 50 cm).Further, IR readingsvary not
only with distance, but also with the reflectivity of the
obstacle. In spite of these limitations, our preliminary
experienceindicates IR detectorsdo providethe requisite
sensor informationfor a vacuum-cleaning
agent to avoid
collisions with obstaclesandto followwails.
Welimit our robot to one microprocessorto reduce
hardware complexity and cost. Due to the limited
processing and memoryresources, our robot does not
build sophisticated mapsof its environment.Instead, it

Sensor

Type

Infrared
qR)
0R)
Infrared
OR)
Contact Switches
Shaft Encoders
Limit Switches

Our primaryassumptionis that a vacuumcleaning robot
must transport the vacuumtool on a sensory-driven,
behavior-basedmobile platform. Whilevacuumcleaning
with swarmrobots representsa viable alternative, our goal
to physicallyimplementthe area coverageparadigmlimits
our initial efforts to a single platform. Weare in the
processof buildingseveral other platformsand will soon
exploremulti-agentapproachesto the problemas well.
Wecall our small mobile robots Munchkins(Toto,
this doesn’t look like Kansas!).Munchkins
are constructed
TM building blocks which provide great
from LEGO
flexibility, sophisticationandease of mechanical
design.
TheMunchkinin this paper (Figure 1), namedGator, is
controlled by one MC68HC11
microcontroller and uses
less than 2 Kbytesof codeto accomplishits tasks.
Twobi-directional DCmotorsdrive, respectively, the
left andfight drive tracks of the robot. Gatortravels about
0.345 ft/sec ( 105 mm/s)and sweeps3.125 inches and
it coversabout107squarefeet of area in 20 minutes.
Gator also possess a 2-DOFarm capable of grasping
small objects and lifting them 7 cm above the ground.
Themanipulatorcapability wasnot used in this work.
Gator measures 27 cm long, 12 cm wide, and 20 cm
tall (see Figure1). It is powered
by six AANiCdbatteries
andcan run for approximately
45 minuteson a charge.
Gatorsupports a variety of sensors. Table 1 itemizes
the sensorsuite available. Therobot is outfitted with two
forward-pointingspring whiskerswhichserve as flexible
contact sensors (Figure 1). Wehave also installed
sensors around Gator’s waist to provide proximity
detection so that Gator can actually avoid contact with
objects detected in its path. In the experimentsreported
here, only the Proximity and DeadReckoningsensors
were employed.

Table 1 MunchkinSensor Suite
Function
Location
Proximity
Periphery
Grip Detection
Gripper Claw
BeaconDetection
Front
FOUl" cornels
Collision Detection
Front wheels
DeadReckoning
Actuatorstops
2-DOFGripper
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Number
7
1
8
4
2
4

PRIMITIVE

BEHAVIORS

Plow Sweep

Machinebehaviorsconstitute the central focus of this
research. The followingbehaviors, whichhave all been
reportedelsewhereby the authors andothers weretakenas
primitives. Ourgoal wasto determinehoweffective these
behaviorsare in solving the area coverageproblem.

This plow sweepalgorithm attempts to drive the robot
about the roomin mannercorresponding to plowing a
field. However,whenit encountersan object it turns at
right angles and attempts to plow again in the new
direction.

Collision Avoidance

Claustrophobia

For collision avoidance two levels of proximity
sensitivity were employed.Highproximity sensitivity
makesthe robot shy awayfrom obstacles and walls and,
hence, to favor open areas while the low proximity
sensitivity makesthe robot bold and allowsit to traverse
narrowpassagesand exploremoreconfinedareas.
For either lowor high sensitivity, obstacle detection
derivesfromthe sensor-based
conditional:

If the robot modecorresponds to the high proximity
sensitivity state andfive or moreobject detections occur
beforethe robot movesone foot, the robot switchesto the
low proximity sensitivity. By switching to the low
sensitivity level, the robot can escapeits conf’mement
by
enabling it to pass through narrow passages. The
objective is too keepthe robot from spinningaroundin
place in confined areas. This behavior is called
claustrophobic because the robot does not tolerate
confinement.
Theconditionalfor claustrophobia
equals,

if IR_detect= true then obstacle := true
Wecall the derived signal "obstacle" an indicator.
Elsewhere, one notes the name"virtual sensor". To us
the semanticcontentof "virtual sensor"in current usageis
either too broad or ill defined. Weadmit the term is
appealing, however,and wewouldlike for the research
community
to settle on a precise definition or discardthe
notion.

if obstacle_count = 5 and wheel has not movedforward
1 foot then claustrophobia:= true
Combined Behaviors

Random Sweep
Randomsweep constitutes the base line coverage
algorithm. Essentially, the robot movesforwarduntil an
obstacle is detected, at whichtime it turns at a randomly
chosen angle between+180°. The algorithm for random
sweepis,
/* RandomSweep*/
do {
if obstacle=false
then go forward
else turn RandomUniform(
-180 o, 180 o)

Theprimitive behaviorsalone do not adequately provide
area coverage, although randomsweepalone provides
impressive coverage. Here we described combined
behaviors whichwehave tested. In the next section we
will discuss specific experiments utilizing these
behaviors.
The following pseudo-code indicates randomsweep
with wall following: This combinedbehavior typically
exhibits random sweep behavior. However, whenan
obstacleis detected, the robot, with probabilityof p, will
followthe object as a wall for a random
distance d before
resorting back to random sweep behavior. In our
experimentsp = 0.05 and 6 < d < 20 feet.
\* CB1(CombinedBehavior One) : RandomSweep with
Wall Following *\

}

do{

Wall Following

if obstacle=false
then go forward
else
Random Select
1-p : turn Random_Uniform(
-180 o, 180 o)
°) ;
p : {turnRandom_Binary(-90°,90
followwall for
Random_Uniform(6feet, 20feet)

Side viewing low and high sensitivity IR proximity
detectors allow the robot to follow walls. The robot
attempts to stay betweenthe low and high sensitivity
distances. Wall following permits the robot to circle
furniture and follow along the roomwalls. Walls the
robotfollowscan be on either the right or left side of the
robot.

In random-sweep-with-wall-following behavior, the
proximity sensors maybe operated in low or high
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sensitivity mode. In low sensitivity modethe robot
appears bold and explores moreconfined areas. In the
high sensitivity modethe robot shys awayfrom confined
areas and stays in the open. Thenext behaviorcombines
both features. The robot is shy1 ~ of the time in our
experimentswhichemploysthis behavior.
\* CB2: Random-sweepalternating between shy and
bold-with-wall-following*\

followwall for
Random_Uniform(6feet, 20feet)
until 2 minutes elapse
/*Shywith claustrophobia*/
proximity_sensitivity:= high
repeat
if obstacle=false
then go forward
else turn Random_Uniform(
-180 o, 180 o)
until 1 minute elapses or claustrophobia = true

}

do{

/*Boldwith wall following*/
proximity_sensitivity"= low
repeat
if obstacle=false
then go forward
else
Random Select
0.95: turn Random_Uniform(
-180 o, 180 o)
°,90 o)
0.05: {turn Random_Binary(-90
followwall for
Random_Uniform(6feet, 20feet)
until 2 minutes elapse

Table2 lists the actual size of the program,in bytes, of
the different behaviors. In all cases this codeincludes
softwarefor monitoringthe sensors, processingthe sensor
dnta_andcontrollingthe motors.
Table 2 CodeSize for Gator’s Behaviors
Behavior
Bytes
RandomSweep
838
CB1: RandomSweep with Wall Following
1027
Plow Sweep
916
Plow Sweepwith Wall Following
1162
CB2 =shy+boldCB1
1138
CB3= CB2with Claustrophobia
1167

/*Shy*/
proximity_sensitivity:= high
repeat
if obstacle=false
then go forward
else turn Random_Uniform(
-180 o, 180 o)
until 1 minute elapses

Area Coverage Experiments

The previous behavior tended to trap the robot for a
minute when switching from low to high proximity
sensitivity in confinedareas. Toavoid this wasteof time
and energy, a claustrophobic short-term memoryor
ephemeral state behavior was added. The modified
algorithmis listed below.
\* CB3: Randomsweep alternating between 1) shy
behavior with claustrophobiaand 2) bold behavior with
wall following *\

do{

/*Boldwith wall following*/
proximity_sensitivity:= low
repeat
Or obstacle=false
then go forward
else
Random Select
0.95: turn Random_Uniform(
-180 o, 180 o)
0
0
0.05:{tumRandom_Binary(-90
;90
");
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Weperformeda total of 20 area coverageexperiments,of
which5 are reportedhere. Thearea to be coveredby Gator
equaled a 10’ x 10’ walled region of the Machine
Intelligence Laboratory floor space containing five
obstacles representingfurniture (Figures 2-6). Thewalls
and obstacles were painted white to provide uniformIR
readings. Whilenot totally necessary, it did makethe
experimentsmoremanageable.In morerealistic settings,
the IR sensor algorithmswouldhaveto deal with surfaces
withsignificantlydifferentreflectivity.
Weused open-shutter photographyto record Gator’s
travels. Agreen LEDattached to the top-central part of
Gatormacesout a light path on the photographas Gator
movesabout. TheseGator alleys appear as yellowmaces
on all but Figure 2, wherewe had used a red LED.Two
red LEDs,one on each side of the front undercarriage,
illuminate the vacuumsweeparea. Thered LEDsgenerate
a red paint-brusheffect in the image,indicating the area
swept. Althoughpartially blockedin somedirections, the
red-paintedarea provide an effective wayof determining
the total amountof floor spacecoveredby the robot.
To properly view the photographs,imaginethe yellow
light macesas suspendedabovethe floor. Further, imagine
the projectionof a light maceonto the floor as falling in
the middleof its corresponding
"red-paint"sweeparea. The
greenareas on the floor representthose spots not sweptby
Gator during the experiment. The arcs of light on the

photographsindicate that Gator’sproximitysensors have
detectedan obstacleandforceda turn.
Duringthe 20 minute experimentsGator covers about
107squarefeet of surfaceof area. Theexposedarea equals
93 squarefeet. So the ratio of the red-paint area to the
93
green area times ~ provides a respectable measureof
sweepefficiency.

however,surprisedus. Theother surprisingresult wasthat
the coveragewasnot muchbetter than the 20 minuterun
of CB1. Another run of CB1, not shownhere, was far
less effective, so weconsiderthe experimentof Figure3
an exceptionallyluckyrun.
Althoughwehavenot taken a statistically significant
numberof runs, wealso have not attempted to measure
the coveragemorepreciselythan just visual estimation.
CONCLUSIONS

Qualitative Analysis of the Experiments
The photographin Figure 2 indicates Gator’s behavior
with the proximitydetectors at high sensitivity. Elapsed
time of the experiment¯ 20 minutes.Theleft side of the
room, which is accessible via narrow passageways
betweenfurniture items, and significant areas along the
right wall and the lower wall havebeen totally missed.
Gator covered about 40 % of the room , hence, the
93
efficiency of this run approximatelyequals 40 ~ %--35%.
After several other experimentsweopted to employ
twostrategies to get increasedcoverage:we1) decreased
the sensitivity of the proximitysensorsusedfor collision
detection and 2) incorporated wall following behavior.
The photograph in Figure 3 illustrates a run at low
proximitysensitivity of the combinedbehavioralgorithm
CB1(random-sweep
with wall following ). The behavior
executedfor 20 minutes.Of our 20 runs this wasthe best.
Gatoraccessedall regions of the roomandcoveredabout
80%of the exposedsurface area with an efficiency of 80
93
-- %: 70%.
107
Theexperimentalresults in Figure4 showsthe effects
of combiningthe strategies used for the experiments
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 (CB2). Intuitively, we
believedthe shy behaviorwouldcover the openareas well
and the bold behavior the moreconfmedareas. Theweak
results, however,werenot anticipated. Observethe bright
circles of light. Theyindicate that Gatorwastrappedin a
confined area. Wededucedthat this phenomena
results
when,in a confinedarea, Gatorswitchesfromlowto high
proximitysensitivity. Thepicture dramatically implies
the inefficiencyof this algorithmby the large percentage
of greenarea. Sinceeachcircle indicates up to a minuteof
lost sweepingtime, it was important to eliminate the
behaviorleading to this result. This wasdoneby adding
the claustrophobic behavior to CB2to create CB3.At
this point we still believed combinedshy and bold
behavior to be a goodbasis for an efficient covering
behavior.
As a base line for comparison we ran the random
sweepbehavior for 40 minutes(Figure 5). Next, weran
CB3for 40 minutes. Novisible spinningin one spot can
be seen in the photograph,so claustrophobiaeliminated
the trapped behavior in confined areas. The marginally
better performance of CB3 over the randomsweep,
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Weapproached the problem of autonomousvacuuming
from a low-level standpoint, using a robot equippedwith
simple, low-costsensorsandan 8-bit microcontrollerwith
2K of EEPROM
for software. Weset up a 10’ x 10’ area
containing five obstacles to serve as an environmentfor
the robot duringa series of tests. Eachtest recordedthe
movement
of the robot over a specific tirne interval.
Accordingto our estimations, a purely randomsweep
of movement
covers the roomwith about 60%efficiency.
Theaddition of a wall followingbehavior,triggered with
probability 0.05 at each obstacle detection, seemsto
increase performance
to about70 %efficiency. Increasing
the sensitivity of the object detectors traps the robot in
wideopenspaces. Decreasingthe sensitivity of the object
detectors allows the robot to wanderthrough narrow
corridors into new open spaces. The wall following
behavioralso seemsto "drag"the robot to distant parts of
the room. In an attempt to mix thorough open space
coverage with full-room coverage, we combinedthese
behaviors. This strategy provided coverage that was
marginally better than the randomwalk behavior. We
implemented
a claustrophobiaindicator that successfully
freed the robot fromnarrowcorridorsandcomers.
To reducethe difference betweenthe 70%efficiency of
area coveragewith the techniquesdevelopedhere and the
95%or better efficiency of a humanwith a Hoover,will
probablyrequire moresophisticated sensors, short-term
memory
based strategies and sensors providing feedback
information about howsuccessfully the task is being

performed.
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